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Abstract
This paper describes an approach to the speci cation and analysis of scheduling
problems of realtime systems The method is based on ACSRVP which is an
extension of ACSR a realtime process algebra with valuepassing capabilities and
parameterized processes ACSRVP is used to describe an instance of a scheduling
problem as a process that has parameters of the problem as free variables The
speci cation is analyzed by means of a symbolic algorithm and a boolean expression
with free variables is produced as an outcome of the analysis The solution to a
boolean expression identi es under what values of the unknown parameters the
system becomes schedulable The paper presents the theory of ACSRVP briey
and an example of the period assignment problem for ratemonotonic scheduling
We also explain our current tool implementation eort and plan for incorporating
it into the existing toolset PARAGON
  Introduction
The desire to automate or incorporate intelligent controllers into control sys 
tems has led to rapid growth in the demand for real time software systems
Moreover these systems are becoming increasingly complex and require care 
ful design analysis to ensure reliability before implementation Recently there
has been much work on formal methods for the specication and analysis of
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real time systems  Most of the work assumes that various real time sys 
tems attributes such as execution time release time priorities etc are xed
a priori and the goal is to determine whether a system with all these known
attributes would meet required safety properties One example of safety prop 
erty is schedulability analysis that is to determine whether or not a given set
of real time tasks under a particular scheduling discipline can meet all of its
timing constraints
The pioneering work by Liu  derives schedulability conditions for rate 
monotonic scheduling and earliest deadline rst scheduling Since then much
work on schedulability analysis has been done to extend these results 	


Each of these extensions expands the applicability of schedulability analy 
sis to a real time task model with dierent assumptions In particular there
has been much advance in scheduling theory to address uncertain nature of
timing attributes at the design phase of a real time system This problem
is complicated because it is not sucient to consider the worst case timing
values for schedulability analysis For example scheduling anomalies can oc 
cur even when there is only one processor and jobs have variable execution
times and are nonpreemptable These scheduling anomalies make the problem
of validating a priority driven system dicult There have been many dier 
ent heuristics developed to solve some of these general schedulability analysis
problems However each algorithm is problem specic and thus when a prob 
lem is modied one has to develop new heuristics
In this paper we describe a framework that allows one to model scheduling
analysis problems with variable release and execution times relative timing
constraints precedence relations dynamic priorities multiprocessors etc Our
approach is based on ACSR VP and symbolic bisimulation algorithm
ACSR Algebra of Communicating Shared Resources  is a discrete real 
time process algebra ACSR has several notions such as resources static pri 
orities exceptions and interrupts which are essential in modeling real time
systems ACSR VP is an extension of ACSR with value passing and param 
eterized processes A decidable subset of ACSR VP has been dened which
allows a full automatic approach that terminates for the real time scheduling
problems with variable timing attributes and dynamic priorities This subset
classies variables into two types control variable and data variable Control
variable is the variable of which value is in nite range The value of control
variables can be modied while a process proceeds Data variable is the vari 
able that does not change its value That is it just hold values passively
without the modication of values Data variables may assume values from in 
nite domains In the rest of this paper ACSR VP refers the decidable subset
of ACSR VP
Figure 	 shows the overall structure of our approach We specify a real time
system with unknown timing or priority parameters in ACSR VP For the
schedulability analysis of the specied system we check symbolically whether

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Fig 	 Overview of the Framework
or not it is bisimilar to a process idling forever The result is a boolean ex 
pression which can be solved using widely available integer programming
techniques A valuation that satisfy a boolean expression make the system
schedulable To support the eective use of the the symbolic ACSR VP anal 
ysis we are developing a tool and planning to integrate into PARAGON 	
a toolset with graphical interface to support the use of ACSR
The rest of the paper is organized as follows Sections  overviews the theory
of the underlying formal method ACSR VP and introduces symbolic bisimu 
lation for ACSR VP expressions Section 
 gives a specication of a scheduling
problem namely the period assignment problem for rate monotonic scheduling
and illustrates how to analyze an instance of this problem Section  briey de 
scribes the PARAGON toolset and its support for value passing specications
and outlines the incorporation of ACSR VP into the toolset We conclude with
a summary and an outline of future work in Section 
 ACSRVP
ACSR VP extends the process algebra ACSR  by allowing values to be
passed along communication channels The following grammar describes the
syntax of ACSR VP processes
P  NIL j A  P j z P j P  P j PkP j b   P j PnF j P 
I
j Cx
ACSR VP has two types of action one for instantaneous communication and
another for timed resource access Instantaneous actions called events pro 
vide the basic synchronization and communication primitives in the process
algebra An event is denoted as a pair i e
p
 representing execution of instant
action i at priority e
p
 where i ranges over   the internal action cx the input
action and ce the output action A timed action is to model resource access
and is assumed to consume one tick of time We assume that a system contains
a nite set of serially reusable resources R A timed action is drawn from the
domain PR  Expr with the restriction that each resource is represented
at most once For example the timed singleton action fr e
p
g denotes the
use of some resource r  R at priority level e
p
 The timed action  represents
idling for one unit of time since no resource is consumed
An informal explanation of ACSR VP constructs is as follows The process
NIL represents the inactive process There are two prex operators corre 
sponding to the two types of actions The rst A  P  executes a timed action


A during the rst time unit and proceeds to process P  On the other hand
z  P  executes the instantaneous event z and proceeds to P  The process PQ
represents a nondeterministic choice between the two summands The process
PkQ describes the concurrent composition of P and Q the component pro 
cesses may proceed independently or interact with one another while executing
instantaneous events and they synchronize on timed actions Process b   P
represents the conditional process it performs as P if boolean expression b
evaluates to true and as NIL otherwise In PnF  the scope of labels in F is
restricted to process P  components of P may use these labels to interact with
one another but not with P s environment The construct P 
I
 denotes a pro 
cess that reserves the use of resources in I for itself extending every action A
in P with resources in IA at priority  Process ce
 
 e

 P transmits the
value of expression e
 
along channel c with priority of e

 and then behaves
like P  Process cx p P receives a value v from communication channel c
and then behaves like P vx that is P with v substituted for variable x
In the parallel composition cx p
 
 P
 
kcv p

 P

 two parallel components
may synchronize with each other on channel c resulting in the transmission of
value v and producing an event  p
 
 p


Unprioritized Transition System Consider the simple ACSR VP pro 
cess P
def
 inx 	 outx 	 NIL that receives a value along channel in and
then outputs it on channel out and where x ranges over integers According to
traditional methods for providing semantic models for concurrent processes
the process P is innite branching in transition graph since it can engage in the
transition inn 	 for every integer value n As a result standard techniques
for analysis and verication cannot be applied to such processes
Several approaches have been proposed to deal with this problem for vari 
ous subclasses of value passing processes  One of these advocates the
use of symbolic semantics for providing nite representations of value passing
processes The notion of symbolic transition graphs  and transition graphs
with assignment  were proposed and shown to capture a considerable class
of processes
In this section we present symbolic graphs with assignment for ACSR VP
processes As it is not the intention of the paper to present in detail the
process calculus theory of this work we only give an overview of the model
and we refer to  for a complete discussion
  Symbolic Graph with Assignment
The notion of a substitution which we also call assignment is dened as
follows A substitution is any function   X   Expr such that x  x for a
nite number of x  X Given a substitution  the support or domain of 

is the set of variables D  fx j x  xg  A substitution whose support is
empty is called the identity substitution and is denoted by Id When jDj 
	 we use xx for the substitution  Given two substitutions  and  the
composition of  and  is the substitution denoted by   such that for every
variable x  x  x We often write  for   A Symbolic Graph
with Assignment SGA for ACSR VP is a rooted directed graph where each
node n has an associated ACSR VP term and each edge is labeled by boolean
action assignment b  
 
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Fig  Rules for constructing Symbolic Graphs with Assignment
Given an ACSR VP term an SGA can be generated using the rules in Figure 
Transition P
b 
  P
	
denotes that given the truth of boolean expression b P
can evolve to P
	
by performing event or timed action  and putting into eect
the assignment  The interpretation of these rules is straightforward and we

explain them by an example Consider the following process Process P  can
output the sequence of events a innitely many times
P x
def
 a
x  Qx
Qy
def
 y 
 	 a
y  Qy   
 y 	 	 a
y      Qy    
Following SGA represents the process P 
Q(y)
true
(a!0,1)
y := 0
P(0)
(a!y,1)
y := y+1
y>0
(a!y-1,1)
y<=0
y:= y-1
One possible interpretation of our SGA can be given along the lines of pro 
gramming languages Process P can be thought of as a procedure so that
P  represents a call to P with actual parameter  which is accepted by P
with formal parameter x declared in P s body According to its denition
P outputs a and calls process Q with actual parameter  Process Q then
checks the validity of condition y   or y 	  If y   is satised process
Q outputs a and calls Q with actual parameter y  	 where the value of y
is  in this case Similar reasoning can be applied for the condition y 	  We
believe that this interpretation being similar to that of function calls and pa 
rameter passing in programming languages is an intuitive way of interpreting
the ACSR VP terms
The prioritized Symbolic Transition System We have illustrated how
ACSR VP processes can be given nite representations as SGAs via the sym 
bolic transition relation   However this relation makes no arbitration be 
tween actions with respect to their priorities To achieve this we rene the
relation   to obtain the prioritized symbolic transition system  


 This is
based on the notion of preemption which incorporates our treatment of pri 
ority and in particular on relation  the preemptive relation a transitive
irreexive relation on actions 	 Then for two actions  and 
   
 de 
notes that  preempts 
 which implies that in any real time system if there
is a choice between the two actions  will always be executed We illustrate
this preemption relation with an example Consider following process Q
Qx
def
 ay  P
 
x y
Q
 
x y
def
 y 
   a
x y yNIL
 y 
  a
x y NIL
Transition Q
	
y
 a
xyyId
  NIL is preempted by Q
	
y
a
xyId
  NIL since
whenever the former is enabled the latter is also enabled with a higher priority

that is whenever y  	 we have y   and y  
   Symbolic Bisimulation
Various methods have been proposed for the verication of concurrent pro 
cesses Central among them is observational equivalence that allows to com 
pare an implementation with a specication of a given system Observational
equivalence is based on the idea that two equivalent systems exhibit the same
behavior at their interfaces with the environment This requirement was cap 
tured formally through the notion of bisimulation 	 a binary relation on
the states of systems Two states are bisimilar if for each single computational
step of the one there exists an appropriate matching multiple step of the
other which leads to a bisimilar state
In this setting bisimulation for symbolic transition graphs is dened in terms
of relations parameterized on boolean expressions of the form	
b
 where p 	
b
q
if and only if for each interpretation satisfying boolean b p and q are bisimi 
lar in the traditional notion In  the authors have proposed weak version of
bisimulations for SGAs that is observational equivalences that abstract away
from internal system behavior both for late and early semantics Further 
more algorithms were presented for computing these equivalences Recall the
process Q from Section 	 and consider the following process R
Rx
 

def
 ay
 
  R
 
x
 
 y
 

R
 
x
 
 y
 

def
 y
 

  a
x
 
 y
 
   NIL
The prioritized SGA for R is similar to Q with the exception that after receiv 
ing a value via channel a R outputs value x
	
 y
	
 	 Applying the symbolic
bisimulation algorithm for processes Q and R we obtain the following predi 
cate equation system
X

x x
 
  zX
		
z x x
 

X
		
z x x
 
  z 
  z 
   x z  x
 
 z   
 z 
  z 
   x
 
 z     x z
This equation system can easily be reduced to the equation X
		
x x
	
 
 x 
x
	
	 which allows us to conclude thatQx and Rx
	
 are bisimilar if and only
if x  x
	
 	 holds In general since we are dealing with a domain of linear
expressions a boolean expression can be solved using integer programming
techniques 	

 Realtime Scheduling Problems
In this section we show how a problem of real time system scheduling can be
specied and analyzed using ACSR VP According to 	 real time scheduling
problems can be categorized into the following three groups priority assign 
ment execution synchronization and schedulability analysis problems The
priority assignment problem requires assigning priorities to jobs so that the
system schedulability is maximized The execution synchronization problem is
the problem of deciding when and how to release jobs so that the precedence
constraints are satised and the system schedulability as well as other perfor 
mance concerns are optimized Schedulability analysis problem is the problem
of verifying that a system is schedulable given a certain priority assignment
method and execution synchronization method Classic examples of solutions
to these problems include the rate monotonic priority assignment problem on
a single processor  It uses static priority assignment where the priority of
each job is assigned in the inverse order of period a job with the shortest
period has the highest priority
 Our Approach
Our approach is to specify a specic instance of a scheduling problem as
ACSR VP terms and symbolically analyzed In particular we specify the real 
time system with unknown timing or priority parameters using the decidable
subset of ACSR VP The SGA is then generated and a nite graph represen 
tation is derived from SGA The decidable subset of ACSR VP ensures that
resulting graph derived from SGA is nite The niteness of this intermedi 
ate graph guarantees the termination of bisimulation algorithm The result of
checking the bisimilarity with an innite idle process is a boolean expression
with unknown parameters This boolean expression can be solved using integer
programming eg Omega Test 		 to nd all solutions of the parameters
For our real time scheduling problem if a solution to a boolean expression
exists then it identies under what values of unknown parameters the system
becomes schedulable Thus schedulability analysis is performed symbolically
For instance in the rate monotonic scheduling shown below we want to nd
the periods of jobs to guarantee that a system can be scheduled We call
this problem the period assignment problem In this problem we let periods
be free variables and describe a system as ACSR VP process terms These
free variables appear in the resulting boolean expression generated from the
bisimulation algorithm Solutions for free variables represent the valid ranges
of periods of the jobs which make the system schedulable
Our method is expressive enough to model complex real time systems in gen 
eral It is also eective in the sense that the resulting boolean formulas can be

solved eciently by the integer programming tools that are available in prac 
tice Furthermore the size of the SGAs constructed from ACSR VP terms is
signicantly smaller than that of classical Labeled Transition SystemsLTS
constructed from ACSR or other classic model checker Consequently this
greatly reduces the state explosion problem and thus we can now model
larger systems and solve problems which are not possible using ACSR and
its toolset called PARAGON due to state explosion
We now illustrate our approach by showing how to solve a rate monotonic
scheduling problem known as the period assignment problem Our method of
solving this problem is optimal in the sense that if the method can not nd a
period assignment then the system cannot be scheduled for any assignment
of periods
  Period Assignment Problem for Rate Monotonic Scheduling
We briey state how rate monotonic scheduling works and show our approach
to the period assignment problem Rate monotonic scheduling is a preemptive
static priority driven scheduling algorithm which works as follows The priori 
ties of tasks are assigned in the reverse order of lengths of their periods that is
tasks with shorter periods are assigned higher priorities than tasks with longer
periods Scheduling decisions are made whenever any task becomes ready or
whenever a processor becomes idle At each scheduling decision time a ready
task with the highest priority is executed The following ACSR VP process
describes a job with unknown period
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where E
i
and D
i
represent the constant values for the execution time and
deadline of Job
i
 respectively Process Job
i
p
i
 s
i
 t
i
 represents a job with
period p
i
 which has accumulated s
i
units of processing time in the current
period The current period has started t
i
time units ago As long as the job
is not nished s
i
 E
i
 and the current deadline is not over t
i
 D
i
 the
job competes with other jobs for access to the cpu resource The priority of
Job
i
is MAX  p
i
 where MAX is the largest possible period That is the
job with shortest period has the highest priority If the job is preempted by
a higher priority process it idles in that time unit Alternatively if the job
has completed s
i
 E
i
 it turns into the Wait
i
p
i
 t
i
 process which idles
until the end of the current period and restarts itself P
imax
represents the
possible maximum value for the period of Job
i
 In this rate monotonic setting
priorities are unknown since the period of each job is not known

Assuming that initially all jobs start at time  we can capture the behavior
of the whole system as follows
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 Job
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fcpug
Symbolic weak bisimulation relation with innite idle process can be checked
by applying the algorithm shown in  The result is a boolean expression
if we translate the SGA into the SG A boolean expression can be solved
automatically by an existing integer programming tool
 PARAGON Toolset
PARAGON is a toolset for the specication and analysis of the distributed
resource bound real time systems PARAGON supports both graphical and
textual input Graphical specications enhance the usability of a formal model
giving a visual representation of hierarchy modules in the system and of in 
terconnections between modules Graphical specications in PARAGON are
expressed using the GCSR language based on a real time process algebra A
GCSR specication is a collection processes which consist of nodes connected
by edges The execution of the system proceeds from node to node along the
edges There are several types of nodes to express sequential behavior of a sys 
tem module and its resource requirements In addition to these a compound
node provides hierarchy One or more parallel processes can be placed into a
compound node Interactions between processes in a compound node can be
made local to the node that is invisible to processes outside
For analysis PARAGON supports several techniques extensive checking of
syntactic consistency constraints state space exploration including reachabil 
ity analysis and deadlock detection checking equivalence between two speci 
cations and visual simulation
PARAGON already supports parameterization in specications and can deal
with value passing This enables concise specication of arrays of similar com 
ponents multiple resources of the same type and value passing between pro 
cesses Event and resource names and process references in an indexed speci 
cation can contain multiple indices Indices may be represented as integers or
integer valued expressions using index variables The syntax of the current pa 
rameterized specications although slightly dierent from that of ACSR VP
provides for an easy translation between the two formalisms However para 
metric treatment of data values is currently missing in PARAGON Every
parameterized PARAGON specications is equivalent to a non parameterized
one and handling of parameterization during analysis is done through an un 
parameterizing translation This approach is very inecient as it creates a
separate process for every instantiation of free index variables in the parame 
terized process many of which are not necessary for the subsequent analysis
	
Therefore it is necessary to use a better internal representation that handles
index variables symbolically such as SGA described in this paper
 Conclusions
We have described a formal framework for the specication and analysis of
real time scheduling problems Our framework is based on ACSR VP and
symbolic bisimulation The major advantage of our approach is that the same
framework can be used for scheduling problems with dierent assumptions
and parameters In other scheduling theory based approaches the new anal 
ysis algorithm needs to be devised for problem with dierent assumptions
since the applicability of a particular algorithm is limited to specic system
characteristics
We believe that ACSR VP is expressive enough to model any real time system
In particular our method is appropriate to model many complex real time
systems and can be used to solve the priority assignment problem execution
synchronization problem endtoend design problem and schedulability anal
ysis problem It depends on light weight formal methods in the sense that
resulting predicate equation systems can be solved with existing techniques
such as linear programming or constraint programming 	
The novel aspect of our approach is that parametrized design of a real time
system can be described formally and analyzed automatically all within a
process algebraic framework It has often been noted that scheduling work is
not adequately integrated with other aspects of real time system development
 Our work is a step toward such an integration which helps to meet our
goal of making the timed process algebra ACSR a useful formalism for sup 
porting the development of reliable real time systems Our approach allows
the same specication to be subjected to the analysis of both schedulability
and functional correctness
There are several issues that we need to address to make our approach prac 
tical We showed that resulted predicate equation systems can be solved with
constraint logic programming or linear programming but they can be rather
complicated We plan to investigate when resulting equation systems become
easy or dicult to solve In the worst case we may have to use a more pow 
erful technique such as theorem prover however it is not clear whether any
reasonable real time system scheduling problem can result in such a complex
equation system We are currently augmenting PARAGON 	 the toolset
for ACSR to support the full syntax of ACSR VP directly and implementing
a symbolic bisimulation algorithm This toolset will allow us to experimen 
tally evaluate the eectiveness of our approach with a number of large scale
real time systems
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